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ACROSS 

 4. Ranging from 30 to 73 lbs., this coastal fish can be delicious in sandwiches and tacos…Grouper

 7. The county just north of Sarasota is named for this large aquatic mammal, also called a sea cow…Manatee 

 8. Unable to be used as currency, but are always a treasure to whomever discovers them…Sand dollars 

 10. Some folks may use this shelled animal’s name to describe an irritated person…Crab 

 11. Whether jumbo or regular-sized, this small crustacean, also used by fishermen as bait, is a popular  

  seafood cocktail…Shrimp

 14. Widely considered the world’s fastest fish, it has been known to clock in at speeds of 70 mph…Sailfish

 15. In reality, this finned animal is not as aggressive as it’s been depicted in scores of blockbuster movies…Shark

 16. Regardless of its name, this type of fish does not pair well with peanut butter…Jellyfish 

DOWN 

 1. Like bats, this sociable marine mammal is known for using echolocation…Dolphin

 2. Keeping the lights out near the beaches helps these shelled creatures during their nesting season…Turtles 

 3. Commonly consumed cooked or raw on the half shell, this mollusk may also be harvested for the  

  pearl it produces…Oyster

 5. Land-living relatives of this animal may end up served as exquisite French hors d’oeuvres…Snail

 6. A popular seafood franchise goes by this fish’s name…Bonefish 

 9. The popular name for this marine animal with 5 or more arms that “twinkles” in the sea…Starfish

 11. Most people know to shuffle their feet when entering the water during summer to avoid being  

  stung by this animal…Stingray

 12. When cooked, this tasty crustacean, often turning bright red when it’s boiled, is usually  

  served with butter…Lobster

 13. You won’t hear a single “meow” from this whiskered fish…Catfish


